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Let G be an 1.c.a. group and M(G) the measure algebra on G. The 
algebra M(G) acts on LI(G) via the map 
(/~,f) --~ ~ , f :  M(G) × LI(G) .--~ LI(G), 
where/~ , f(x) = f f (x  -- y) dtz(y) for f ~Ll(G), ~ G M(G). The opera- 
tors on LI(G) which arise in this way are exactly those which commute 
with translation. 
If iz ~ M(G) and ~ ~ C, then the integral equation 
h(x) = hf(x) - - /~,  f(x) = hi(x ) -- f f(x -- y) did(y) 
has a unique solution in LI(G) for every h ~LI(G) if and only if ~ is 
not in the spectrum of/z as an element of the Banach algebra M(G). 
Hence, there is some interest in the problem of computing the spectrum 
of an element of M(G). 
Unfortunately, there is a great lack of practical techniques for deter- 
mining the spectrum of /~ E M(G). This is due to the fact that the 
maximal ideal space of M(G) is extremely complicated and has no 
useable explicit description (unless G is discrete). The closest hing to 
an explicit description of the maximal ideal space of M(G) is ~reiders 
description i  terms of generalized characters [3]. A generalized character 
f is a correspondence/~ -- f, which assigns to each/~  M(G) an element 
f~ ~L°°(/~) such that f ,  =f~ a.e.//~ if/z is absolutely continuous relative 
to v and f,(x + y) =f,(x)f . (y)  a.e,//~ ×/~ for each /~ e M(G). Each 
complex homomorphism of M(G) has the form /~--* f f ,  d/z for f a 
generalized character. Hence, the spectrum of/ ,  ~ M(G) is {ff, d/~: f is 
a generalized character}. 
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Unfortunately, it is clearly a hopeless task to identify all generalized 
characters of G, since each generalized character involves choosing 
elements from the L ~ spaces of every measure in M(G). We describe 
a more promising procedure. If/z ~ M(G), let 
v = [ (2 II ~, [3-" I ~ I" (I t, 1 ° = ~o), 
~=0 
Then v >/0 and v ~v  (v 2 absolutely continuous /v). The space 
= {w 6 M(G): oJ ~v} is an L-subalgebra of M(G) containing 8 o 
and/z. Furthermore, each complex homomorphism of 54, has the form 
oJ--~ ~f doa, where f~L°°(v) and f (x  + y) =f (x ) f (y )  a.e./v X v; we 
call such a function f a v-relative semicharacter. Hence, the spectrum 
of t* in the algebra 54, is ~f  d/~: f is a v-relative semicharacter}. Obviously, 
the problem of determining all v-relative semicharacters for a given v 
is far simpler than that of determining all generalized characters on G. 
Thus, if it were true that the spectrum of tz in M(G) coincided with 
the spectrum of/z in 54v, then we could vastly simplify the problem of 
computing the spectrum of/z. This is not always the case; however, 
we shall determine xactly when it is the case. Furthermore, we shall 
show that if one is more careful in the choice of v, then it is always the 
case that the spectrum of/~ in 54, coincides with the spectrum of/z in 
M(G). 
Let ~ be a closed subalgebra of M(G). We call ~ an L-subalgebra 
if b~ E ~, v ~ M(G) and v ~/z  imply v ~ ~.  A group algebra in M(G) 
is an L-subalgebra of M(G) which is isomorphic to LI(G ') for some 
1.c.a. group G'. In the case of M(G), our main theorem (Theorem 3.3) 
states: 
THEOREM. Let ~ be an L-subalgebra of M(G) such that ~ n 54 is 
a group algebra in M(G) whenever 5e is a group algebra in M(G) and 
t~ n 54 :/: (0). Then for iz ~ ~, the spectrum of tL in ~ coincides with the 
spectrum of I~ in M(G). 
This theorem has several corollaries. We state some of them here. 
By A, we shall mean the set of all v-relative semicharacters. 
COROLLARY 4.3. I f  I t~ in A_ ~for  each group algebra 54 in M(G) 
and each n = 1, 2,..., and if v = ~n=0 II 2/z t1 -n I/z [*~, then the spectrum of 
t~ in M(G) is ( I f  dt~: f ~ Av}. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. I f  t* e M(G), t**(E) -= <t*(--E)>-, and 
,--- ~ (211vll)-"-~(I,l"*(l~l*)~), 
then the spectrum oft* in M(G) is { f f  dt*: f e A }. 
COROLLARY 4.8. I f  t* G M(R), t* /s continuous, and 
where o~ is Lesbegue measure on R, then the spectrum of t~ is {Sf dt*: f e A~}. 
I f  t* e M(G), t* >~ 0, and/z ~ 2_ t*m for all n # m, then it is well-known 
that the spectrum of t* contains the circle {z e C: t z ] = ]J t* tl} (cf. [2]). 
Using the above results, we can prove that if, in addition, t*~ 2- 5¢ for 
each group algebra _90 in M(G) and each n, then the spectrum of t* is 
{z e C: I z I ~< IJ t* I}} (el. Corollary 4.5). 
One application of Corollary 4.3 is the following: If t* ~ M(R), 
It* J ( - -~ ,  0 )= 0, t* is continuous, and Jt* I ~ is singular for each n, 
then the spectrum of t* contains the range of the one-sided Laplace 
transform of t* (cf. Corollary 4.7). 
The work presented here is based on results of [5, 6] which give an 
abstract characterization of group algebras and the structure theory [4] 
of convolution measure algebras. 
Our main theorem actually holds for an arbitrary semisimple, com- 
mutative convolution measure algebra (cf. [4]). It is in this setting that 
we shall prove it. 
l. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be a locally compact opological semigroup, and let M(S) be 
the measure algebra of S. If  t*, v e M(S), then "t* ~ v" will mean "t* is 
absolutely continuous with respect o v" and '% 2- t*" will mean "/, and v 
are mutually singular." If  ~ is a closed subspace (subalgebra, ideal) 
of M(S), then ~2 will be called an L-subspace (L-subalgebra, L-ideal) 
if t* e 97, v e M(S), and v ~ t* imply that v e ~.  
Convolution measure algebras were defined in [4]. If  S is a locally 
compact topological semigroup, then any L-subalgebra of M(S) is a 
convolution measure algebra. In particular, if G is an 1.c.a. group, 
6o7/I2/ff-7 
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then M(G) and LI(G) are convolution measure algebras. We shall use 
the abbreviation "CM-algebra" for "convolution measure algebra." 
If J/f is a commutative, semisitnple CM-algebra, then there is a 
compact, abelian topological semigroup S and an embedding t*--+ t% 
of d/g onto a weak-, dense L-subalgebra of M(S) (cf. [4, Section 2]). 
The map/ ,  ~/~s is an algebraic isomorphism and an order preserving 
isometry. Furthermore, each complex homomorphism of J /  has the 
form/~ --+ ~f  d/~, for some semicharacter f on S. The space N of non- 
trivial semicharacters on S separates points in S. The semigroup S 
is called the structure semigroup of J/{. 
Throughout he paper, d{ will denote a commutative, semisimple 
CM-algebra, and S will denote its structure semigroup. We shall 
usually identify ~ '  with its image in M(S). Hence, ~ will be considered 
a weak-, dense L-subalgebra of M(S). I f f~  ~ and/~ ~ J¢/, we set 
t~"(f) = f f d~. 
The weak topology on • will be the weak topology generated by the 
family of functions {/~^:/~ e rig}. Note that ~ with the weak topology 
may be identified with the spectrum (maximal ideal space) of ~g" and 
then/z --+/~" may be identified with the Gelfand transform for ~' .  
We define L-subspaces, L-subalgebras, and L-ideals of ~ as we did 
for M(S). An L-subalgebra of Jr' is also a commutative, semisimple 
CM-algebra. 
In [6] we characterized those CM-algebras which are group algebras. 
We review this characterization below. 
DEFINITION 1.1 ([6, Definition 2.1]). If JC{ contains no proper, 
nonzero L-ideal, then J/{ will be called an (abstract) group algebra. 
If J¢/ contains an L-ideal M/{ 0 such that Jgo is a group algebra and 
~/X1/J/¢' 0 is a radical algebra, then ./g will be called an almost group 
algebra. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 ([6, Proposition 2.2]). The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) .lit' is an almost group algebra; 
(2) S is a group; 
(3) there is an 1.c.a. group G, with Bohr compactification S, and 
an L-subalgebra jg l  of M(G) such that LX(G) C dtt '1 C radLl(G) and the 
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map G--~ S induces an isomorphism of Jg~ onto J/{ (radL~(G) is the 
intersection of all maximal ideals of M(G) containing Lt(G)). 
PROPOSITION 1.2 ([6, Corollary 2.3]). The CM-algebra ~ is an 
abstract group algebra if and only if it is isomorphic in an order and norm- 
preserving fashion to a concrete group algebra L~(G). 
A group algebra in ~ will be an L-subalgebra of ~/~ which is an 
abstract group algebra. The key to our main theorem is the following 
result: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. I f  K is a closed subgroup of S and ~-~ ~ {~ ~ ~[: 
tz is supported on K}, then either ~ = (0) or .W is an almost group algebra. 
Furthermore, if ~ ~ (0) and ~o C .LP is the group algebra of Definition 1.1, 
then ~o is the unique group algebra in d/[ with support K. 
Proof. Let H be the maximal group in S containing K, and let 
= {/~ ~ Jg:/~ is supported on H}. If ~ # (0), then ~ # (0) and 
is an almost group algebra by Proposition 2.6 of [6]. Furthermore, H is 
the structure semigroup of ~ ([6, Proposition 2.5]). By Proposition 1.1, 
there is an 1.c.a. group G and a map ~: G -~ H such that ,  is the embed- 
ding of G in its Bohr compactification. Furthermore, ~ is the image 
under/~ -~ ~ o ~-1 of an L-subalgebra ~ '  with LI(G) C ~'  C Rad LI(G). 
Denote the map/~ -~/~ o a-t: ~ '  --~ ~ by ~0 and note 9 is an isomorphism. 
Note that ~-1(~) = o~cP' is exactly {/~ ~ ~':/~ is supported on ,-~(K)}. 
It follows that ~-I(K) is a closed subgroup of G which is not of 
Haar measure zero. Hence, ~-I(K) is open. We conclude that 
~o'= ~'  nL~(G)=LI(~-~(K))  is a group algebra and -~'/~0' is a 
radical algebra. Hence, .~¢' is an almost group algebra. Furthermore, 
0~0' has support ~-X(K) and ~(a-l(K)) is dense in K. We conclude that 
~0 = ~(~o') has support K. 
If ~¢~ is a group algebra in ~ which also has support K, then 2~ C 
and, in fact, ~-~(~)CL~(G) by Proposition 2.1 of [6]. Since ~o-~(~) 
is a group algebra, its support in G must be a closed subgroup of G, 
and, in fact, a closed subgroup of ~0-~(K). We conclude that 
9-1(~c )= {/~eLx(O):/x is concentrated on J} for some open-closed 
subgroup J C 9-~(K). However, if J # 9-~(K), then 9(J) fails to be 
dense in K and the support of ~ is smaller than K. Since this is not 
true, we have J = ~o-l(K), ~-1(~)= 0~', and ~ = ~o- This com- 
pletes the proof. 
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2. CONNECTEDNESS IN ,~+ 
In this section J /  will be a commutative, semisimple CM-algebra 
with structure semigroup S. We shall assume that ~J/ contains an 
identity 8 of norm one. This implies that S has an identity e and that 8 
is the point mass 8e at e (cf. [4, Theorem 3.1]). 
The strong topology on ~q is the topology in which a net {f~} C 
converges to f ~ ~ if and only if J" i f  -- f~ I d ] t* I -+ 0 for every/~  J / .  
The strong topology clearly dominates the weak (Gelfand) topology of ~. 
Since S has an identity, ~ is closed under pointwise multiplication 
(cf. [4, Section 3]). It is always true that the conjugate f and absolute 
value I f l  of an element f~ ~ are also elements of ~. Multiplication 
is separately continuous in the weak topology on ~ and is jointly con- 
tinuous in the strong topology. Conjugation is both weakly and strongly 
continuous, and the map f -+ I f  I: ~'-+ ~q is strongly continuous. Since 
d//has an identity, S is weakly compact, but it is not generally strongly 
compact. 
We denote the set of nonnegative semicharacters on S by S+. For 
f, g ~ ~+, we write f ~ g if f (s) ~ g(s) for all s e S. I f f  ~ g and f ~ g, 
we write f < g. Note that ~+ consists of those elements f ~ ~ for which 
the complex homomorphism/z --> J'f d/~ is positive on positive measures. 
Also, the order relation "~"  on ~+ is precisely that induced on ~+ 
by the cone of positive measures in d/t. It follows that ~+ is both weakly 
and strongly closed in ~ as is any order interval {h E ~+: f ~ h ~< g}. 
The order relation on ~+ plays a key role in our work. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The weak and strong topologies agree on any totally 
ordered subset of ~+. 
Proof. If J is a totally ordered subset of ~+ and f, g ~ J, then either 
f ~ g or g ~ f. It follows that for/~ ~ ~/, 
= 11 ~ l^( f )  - I .  I^(g)l. 
Hence, for a net {f~} C J and fe  J, we have t,^(f~) -+lz^(f) for every 
/* e ~ if and only if f t f -- f~ I d I/~ J -+ 0 for every/, e de. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Each strongly closed, nonempty subset of ~+ contains 
a minimal element. 
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Pro@ Let J be any totally ordered subset of the strongly closed 
set K. Since S+ is weakly compact and the weak topology respects the 
order relation, there is an f in the weak closure of J such that f ~< g 
for every g ~ J. Since j u {f} is also totally ordered, Proposition 2.1 
implies that f is also in the strong closure of J and, hence, f E K. It now 
follows from Zorn's Lemma that K has a minimal element if it is non- 
empty. 
The next two propositions are not used in an essential way in the 
subsequent sections. However, they comprise reformulations of 
Lemma 5.1 of [6] which should be stated somewhere. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. I f  K is a strongly open and closed subset of S+ 
and h is a minimal element of K, then h e = h and U h -- {s ~ S: h(s) = 1} 
is an open compact subsemigroup of S whose kernel (minimal ideal) is the 
support of a group algebra in ~¢'. 
Proof. Since h ~ K and K is strongly open, there are measures 
/*x,..., t*~ ~ and e > 0 such that { fc  ~'+: f [h  - - f [  d [ / , i l  < e for 
i -- 1 ..... n} C K. Le t / ,  -- I/xl i + "'" + I/x~, I. Since h is minimal in K, 
we have/,^(h) --/ ,^(g) = I I h -- g I d/, ~ • for every g ~ S+ with g < h. 
Hence, sup{/z^(g): g e ~+,g < h} </x^(h). By Lemma 5.1 of [6], this 
implies that h e = h and the kernel of U h is the support of a group 
algebra in ~.  
PROPOSITION 2.4. I f  f ~ S +, then the connected component o f f  in ~+ 
is the same in the weak and strong topologies and is the set {g e ~+: 
t,^(f) = i,^(g) whenever I* is in a group algebra in Jl}. 
Since we shall not use Proposition 1.4, we will not give a detailed 
proof. However, it follows readily from Proposition 2.4 of [6]. 
3. INVERTIBLE MEASURES 
Let Jr '  be as in Section 2. Recall that 8 is the identity of ~/'. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I f  G is an almost group algebra in ~,  then each 
~ G + C~ which is invertible in ~ is also invertible in G + C~. 
Proof. By Definition 1.1, an almost group algebra G contains an 
L-ideal Go such that G 0 is a group algebra nd G/G 0 is a radical algebra. 
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Since a group algebra is symmetric, its Shilov boundary is its spectrum. 
Since ~/~0 is a radical algebra, the spectrum of ~ agrees with the 
spectrum of G0 and ~ also has Shilov boundary equal to its spectrum. 
The same statement holds for ~ @ C3 since the spectrum of ~ ÷ C3 
is the one-point compactification of the spectrum of ~ .  It follows that 
each complex homomorphism of N + C3 extends to a complex homo- 
morphism of M¢ (el. [1, 3.3.25]). Hence, if/z ~ N q- C~, then the spec- 
trum of/z in ~ + C3 agrees with the spectrum of/z in Jg. 
I f /x ~ ~" and f e N, then we define/z~  ~ by d/zi = f d/z. Since f is 
a semicharacter, it follows that the map /z ~/z /  is an endomorphism 
of d{. Since f(e) = 1 for f ~ N, we have 3 /= 3. Also, for fixed/z ~ J¢/, 
the map f -+/z /  is continuous from ~ with the strong topology to ~t' 
with the norm topology. 
If  K is the kernel of S, then either K is a set of/z-measure zero for 
each/x e ~ or ~a = {/x ~ J~: /z is supported on K} is an almost group 
algebra. The L-ideal ~o of Definition 1.1 is the unique group algebra 
in ~d whose support is K (cf. Proposition 1.3). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. I f  K is a set of measure zero for d#d, let 
= £g0 = (0), otherwise let .Y~ and ~o be as above. Let ~ be an L-sub- 
algebra of d/~ such that 3 e ~ and either ~ ~ 5¢ o--- ~ or oW oCt .  I f  
/z e ~,  /z-1 c Jg, and/z71 ~ ~ for every f e ~+ with f < 1, then/z-1 c ¢g. 
Proof. For eachf~ ~+ wi th f  < 1, let V I = {s c S:f(s) > 0}. Note 
that (/z-1)lv ~ is absolutely continuous with respect to /z)-I e ~ for each 
such f. Since ~ is an L-subalgebra of rig, we conclude that (/z-1)lvs e 
for eachf~ ~+ wi th f  < 1. The fact that ~ separates points in S implies 
that S\K  = ~) {Vl:f~ ~¢+,f < I}. It follows that (/z-1)Is\K : v e ~.  
Note that v^(f) = (/z-1)^(f) for f e ~ with I f  I < 1, since v and /z-1 
agree on the support of such an f. I f  K is a set of measure zero for ~t', 
then v ~-/z -1 and we are finished. Hence, we now assume that K is not 
a set of J¢/measure zero. 
Let H~{f~, .~: l f l= l}={f~: ,V ' ( f )=/=O for some Ae~°}. 
Note that H is precisely the spectrum of ~ .  It is also the spectrum of 
~0 since ~/~0 is a radical algebra. Recall that (/Z-~ -- v)" ~--- 0 on N\H. 
Suppose ~eoC ~.  Since (/z -1 -  v) ^  vanishes on S;\H and ~e 0 is a 
group algebra with spectrum H, there is a measure ~o E ~0 such that 
1 w^(f) - -  (~--1 _ _  v)^(f)] < e for every f~ H, where • = inf{l(/z-1)^(f)[: 
fe l l} .  It follows that (co q-v)  ^  does not vanish on H. On ~\H, 
(w + ~)^= v ^ =  (/z-l) ^ . Hence, (w + v) ^  does not vanish on ~ and 
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o~ q- v is invertible in ~#. From the choice of v and to, we conclude that 
/ _ t . (v+to)~nLY2 r-C3. Since ~0C~n~,  we conclude that 
n &a is an almost group algebra. By Proposition 3.1, ~ * (v + ~o)] -~ 
n 5q + C3 C ~.  It follows that/z -z = (v -}- to) • ~,  (v + to)]-I ~ ~.  
Suppose 5e o n ~ = ;~. It follows that .oca n ~ = ~ as well, since 
~e/~ ois a radical algebra and ~ is semisimple. Since/z -~ -- v a ~a c~ ~,  
we have/z -x = v ~ ~.  This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ~ be an L-subalgebra of J// with ~ ~ ~.  Suppose 
that either ~ n ~ = (0) or ~ (3 ~ is a group algebra in d/whenever 
is a group algebra in d/¢. Then for t* ~ ~,  the spectrum of i~ relative to 
agrees with the spectrum of tz relative to J / .  
Proof. We must show that if /z ~ ~2 and /z-lE d//, then /z- l~ ~'. 
We do this by contradiction. Suppose /z ~ N, /z-l~ J / ,  and /z-16 ~.  
LetF  ---- {rE N+:/,71 ~ N}. We have F is nonempty since 1 ~F. Since 
is a closed subspace of ~ andf--~/z71 is strongly continuous, we have F 
is strongly open in ~+. Since F = { fc  ,~+:/z I is not invertible in ~}, 
we have that F is also strongly closed. By Proposition 2.2, there 
is a minimal element h~F.  By Proposition 2.3, h ~ =h.  We set 
= {s s :  h(s) = 1} = {s S: h(s) > 0}. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume h = 1 ; otherwise, we could 
replace M¢', ~,  and /~ by J/{1, ~1,  and /zl, where ~W1 = {v~J//d: 
[ v [ (S\Uh) ---- 0}, ~1 = ~ n ~/~1, and tzl = /~ Iv~ --/zh. Hence, we shall 
assume that/~7 t ~ ~ for f ~ N+ with f < 1 but that/z -t  ¢ ~.  If K is the 
kernel of S, then ~ -~ {v ~:  I u I (S \K)  -~ 0} is either (0) or is an 
almost group algebra (Proposition 1.3) with corresponding roup 
algebra ~0.  
If N n ~0 = (0), then Proposition 3.2 yields an immediate contra- 
diction. I f  £¢~ = ~ n ~0 ~ (0), then ~1 is a group algebra in ~¢/ by 
assumption. Since a group algebra in ~///is uniquely determined by its 
support, it follows that ~ = {v ~ £¢0: v is supported on K1} for some 
closed subgroup K t C K. I fv e ~ and to ~ ~,  then v • co ~ ~0 n ~ --- 
since ~q~0 is an ideal of ~ .  It follows that ~ is supported on the closed 
subsemigroup S~ ~- {s ~ S: ps ~ K1}, where p is the idempotent in the 
kernel K. 
Now ~ q- £¢0 is an L-subalgebra of ~/wh ich  contains ~0.  Hence, 
t z-x e ~ -~- ~o by Proposition 3.2. If/z -~ ---- A ~- p with A ~ ~ and p ~ ~ao, 
then (/z-~)]s~ -~ A + p ls~ = ~ + p I~ ; but p 1~ ~ S¢ o n ~ ----- ~ .  It fol- 
lows that (/z-~)[s~ ~.  However, since S t • S t C $1 and S~" (S\S~) C S\S~, 
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we have that [(/~-l)ls~ ] • k~ is supported on S 1 and [(~-l)~,~sl] :~/I is 
supported on S\S1. Since ~ is supported on $1 (e ~ $1), we conclude 
that [(/L-1)lsJ ,/~ = 3 and /x - l=  (/~-a)ls~ .  The resulting contra- 
diction completes the proof. 
4. THE SPECTRUM OF A MEASURE IN M(G) 
We now return to the study of M(G) for G an 1.c.a. group. We shall 
use Theorem 3.3 to characterize the spectrum of an element/~ M(G). 
If v ~ M(G), v ~ O, and ~ ~ v, then the space ~ = {o~ E M(G): 
~ v} is an L-subalgebra of M(G). As a Banach space, ~ is isometric 
to Ll(v); hence, the dual space of ~ is L*(v). 
DEFINITION 4.1. If V e M(G), v >/O, and v~ ~ v, then an element 
f~  Lm(v) will be called a v-relative semicharacter i f f (x + y) =f (x ) f (y )  
a.e./v × v. The space of all v-relative semicharacters will be denoted A .  
Note that A v consists of those elements f ~ L°°(v) such that the linear 
functional o~-+ J f  doJ (oJ ~ ~f,) is a complex homomorphism of o f .  It 
follows that A v may be identified with the spectrum of the algebra 05f,. 
If we assume that 8 o ~ ~v and that ~5f~ c~ ~f is a group algebra in 
M(G) whenever ~ is a group algebra in M(G) with oW, c~ 05f ~ (0), 
then Theorem 3.3 implies that for/ ,  ~ ~ the spectrum of/x relative to 
~f, agrees with the spectrum of/~ relative to M(G). Hence, in this case, 
the spectrum of iz is {f fd tz : f6  A,}. 
Each group algebra in M(G) is contained in a maximal group algebra 
(cf. [6, Proposition 2.6]). Furthermore, the maximal group algebras in 
M(G) are precisely those algebras of the form LI(G'), where G' is an 
1.c.a. group whose group is G and whose topology is at least as strong 
as the topology of G (cf. [5, Lemma 2.4]). 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let MI(G ) denote the closed linear span in M(G) 
of the algebras La(G'), where G' ranges over those l.c.a, groups whose 
group is G and whose topology is at least as strong as the topology of G. 
Note that MI(G ) contains LI(G) and Ma(G)--the algebra of discrete 
measures on G. When G = R, MI(G) = LI(G) + Ma(G ). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. I f  ~ is an L-subalgebra of M(G), then ~ ~ £P is 
a group algebra in M(G) whenever ~ is a group algebra in M(G) such 
that ~ • ~ = (0) i f  and only if ~ t~ MI(G ) is closed under the natural 
involution i~ ~ i~* on G. 
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Proof. Let 5e ~-LI(G ') be a maximal group algebra in M(G),  and 
let o~ be the Haar measure of G'. I f  S0 is an L-subalgebra of 5 °, then 
500 has the form {v ~ ~L~a: v is supported on K}, where K is the support of 
~o in G'. It follows that ~0 is a group algebra if and only if K is a group. 
Since K is a semigroup, K is a group if and only if K -1 = K. However, 
K -a = K if and only if &° 0 is closed under involution. Hence, we have 
proved that an L-subalgebra of a group algebra in M(G) is a group 
algebra if and only if it is closed under involution. The proposition 
follows. 
We can now state several corollaries to Theorem 3.3. We shall denote 
the spectrum of/z e M(G)  by ¢r(/z). 
COROLLARY 4.2. I f  v ~ M(G),  v ~ O, v 2 ~ v, and [50~ n MI(G)]* = 
t~ MI(G), then~or each i ~ ~ ~ we have a(tz ) ~ { f f  at~:feA,}. 
I f  N is a subspace of M(G),  then/~ _1_ ~ will mean/z _1_ v for every 
v~.  
COROLLARY 4.3. I f  tz e M(G)  and I t~ I ~ 5- MI(G) for n = O, 1, 2,..., 
then a(lz) = {~fd l~: f~ A~}, where v = ~=0 (2 H/z )1)-~ I/z I". 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  I xeM(G) ,  then a(l~ ) = { f fd l t : feA~},  where 
v = XT.,~=0 (2 II/z II) -~-m ([/z I '~ • (I/z I*)m). 
We can apply the above corollaries to obtain new information about 
the spectra of certain kinds of measures. 
It is well-known that i f /z E M(G),  t~ >~ O, and tz ~ _l_ / zm for n =~ m, 
then ~(t~) D {z ~ C: ] z j = 1{ ~ I1} (ef. [2, Section 5.3]). However, using 
Corollary 4.3, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.5. I f  I~ ~ M(G),  l* >/O, i~ n _1_ t *m for n ~ m, and 
i~ j_ Ma(G), then a(l~) =- {z ~ C: { z I ~ )1/z II}. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.3 we have a(t*)~-{ffdl~:f~A~}, where 
v = ~°°~ o (2 l[ t* II) -"  t ~ .  Since t, ~ _1_ t *m for n ¢ m, we can choose 
disjoint Borel sets Eo, E 1 ,... such that /z ~ is concentrated on E~. I f  
] z I ~ ]l/~ Jr and f (x )  = [It ~ [I -~ z~ on E~, then fe  Av and f fdt~ = z. 
It follows that a(t~) = {z e C: I z]  ~ It t z t)}- 
In the case G = R, we have MI(R ) - -L I (R) - ] -Ma(R ) (cf. [6, Sec- 
tion 4]). Hence, we have 
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COROLLARY 4.6. I f  IX ~ M(R), IX >~ 0, IX is continuous, and Ix'~ j_ t~  
for n ~ m, then ~(/x) = {z ~ C: } z j ~ II/x]]}. 
Proof. Since /, is continuous, so is each if". Hence, /*~_L Ma(R) 
for each n. Also, Ix~ _J_ La(R) for each n; otherwise, for large n and m, 
it could not be true that IX'~ 5_ Ixm. Hence, IX~ _1_ MI(R ) for each n and 
Corollary 4.5 applies. 
COROLLARY 4.7. I f  tx ~ M(R) is continuous, [ i ~ I s _L LI(R) for each n, 
and Ix is concentrated on R +, then a(IX) C {I e-"t dix(t): Re z >/0}. 
Proof. The hypotheses guarantee that I IX Is- l-M~(R) for all n. 
Hence, by Corollary 4.3, cr(k~) = {I f  dt~:f~ A~}, where 
v = ~ (211>l[)-~lt~l ". 
Since each I/x 1~ is concentrated on R+, we have that t -+  e -~t is an 
element of A~ for each z with Re z >~ 0. The corollary follows. 
In the case where G = R, there is a better version of Corollary 4.2: 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let tx~M(R)  be a continuous measure and let 
v = co + Y'n°~= 0 (2 II Ix II) -~ I IX l n, where ~o is Lesbegue measure on R. Then 
e(IX) = { I f  dl~: f ~ A,}. 
Proof. Since IX is continuous, the algebra 5¢~ meets MI(R ) = 
LI(R) + Me(R ) exactly in the space L I (R)+ CSo--which is closed 
under involution. Hence, by Corollary 4.2, ~(IX) -----{~fdl~:fe A}. 
To actually use Corollaries 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, or 4.8 to compute ~(ix), one 
needs to be able to tell which functions in L°~(IX) extend to functions 
in L°~(v) which are elements of A~. This involves knowing the relation- 
ships between IIxt and its powers among other things. This problem 
is probably very hard unless/~ has a particularly simple form. 
Note Added in Proof. This paper was originally accepted for publication in 1970. 
Since that time, many of the results have appeared elsewhere. In particular, see [7] and [8]. 
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